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- 
-, FOREWORD V

- 
- The work described In this report was performed at the University I

of Salford, Department of Electrical Engineering , Salford, England where

the author performed postdoctoral research under the Long-Term Full Time V

Training (ITFTT ) program. This opportunity given to the author (Dr.

Hemenger) by the Air Force Materials Laboratory , Air-force Systems Corn-

mand , U.S. Air Force permitted him to work foi a year (1 September - 28

August 1974) in a laboratory at the forefront of ion Implantation re-

search. The author gratefully acknowledges this experience and is In-

V 
debted to the University of Salford for offering him ‘the chance to join

-
~ the university and to participate in their research program. As a

- direct result of the superb scientific environment and excel lent facili-

ties, It was possibl e to address and resolve a specific technical prob-

- 
lem which was unsolvabl e wi th the background and facilities available

before the LTFTT assignment. Additionally, the new techniques and

skills that were acquired are now being employed for the solution of new

problems.

A particular debt Is owed to Professor George Carter, who, in addi-

tion to arranging the program with Salford, constantly supplied enthusi-

asm and Ideas and furnished help both at the University and outside
• 

-

- where he made the transition to English life smooth for the author and

his family. Al so essential to a successful year were the many people

who worked with and discussed problems with the author, who answered

V 
questions, and who were relied upon In general. In particular, Dr. J .

S. Will iams assisted with the Van de Gruff accelerator and he along
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with Dr. W. A. Grant gave time generously in discussIons and were the

sources of many ideas. Professor Carter, Dr. Grant, and Dr. Will iams

also contributed directly to this report by reviewing In detail the

first draft and suggesting a number of Improvements that have been

incorporated. Dr. G. A. Stephens’ help with Van de Graaff problems is

appreciated.

A great deal of support was given by many people Including M. Nobes

who performed the Ion implantations and A. H. Phahie who prepared the

sputtered films .

This report has been written tn a tutorial vein because ft is the

result of a learning experience for the author and because it is being

submitted to the University of Salford as the thesis requirement for a

Master of Science Degree.
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SECT iON 1

INTRO DU CT I ON

Rutherford Backscattering offers a powerful tool for probing the

surface regions of solid state materials and thin films . The method

consists of using a beam of high energy (1-2 MeV) low mass (generally

He) particles as a probe and ana lyzing the energy spectrum of the frac-

tion that is backscattered through a large angle , 160-170°. The probe

ions suffer elastic collisions with the target atoms and additionally

suffer a continuous energy loss as they move through the lattice , both

before and after the elastic collision. The rate of energy loss or

“stopping power’s is a function of the lattice or target ions, the probe

ions, and the energy of the probe ions. The backscattered ions are

collected at a fixed angle and their number as a function of energy is

measured using a solid state detector and multichanne l analyzer. The

resulting spectrum is the output data for the measurement and contains

information about the mass of the atoms in the target as well as their

numbers and spatial location relative to the surface. One of the ad-

vantages of the RBS technique is that each scattering event is i nde-

pendent so that the spectrum is dependent only upon the numbers , mass ,

and locations of the atoms composing th~ target, which greatly simpli-

fies analysis. However, this advantage is also a weakness in some cases

because the spectrum contains no information about how the constituent

atoms are combined , if at all. For example, when examining Ga in Si02
films as described later , it Is not possible to coment on whether or

not any of the oxygen is combined with the Ga. The fraction of the

probe Ions that are backscattered can be dramatically rcduced if the

probe beam Is aimed along a low Index direction In a single crystal

1
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targ et , i.e., channeled. Channeling , in some applications , aids in

extracting data , particularly in the cases of dopant ions located at

specific lattice s~tes in single crystals and amorphous films on single

crysta l substrates which are discussed by Mayer et al. (Reference 1)

and Mayer (Reference 2), respectively.

The prima ry purpose of this report is to review , examine , and apply

the RBS (Rutherford Backscattering ) technique to evaluating passivating

films on semiconductors. Such films are used routinely to protect semi-

conductor surfaces during annealing, and therefore play a central role
V in the final properties of the material as shown , for example, by Harris

et al . (Reference 3) and Feldman et al. (Reference 4) in the cases of

GaAs and GaP , respectively. In addition , other appl i cations of RBS for

surface analysis are discussed and employed in an effort to demonstrate

to some degree the technique ’s potential.

2
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SECTION I I

- RUTHERFORD BACKSCA T TER ING

1. GENERAL

Rutherford type scattering consists of projectiles striking target

atoms with an energy sufficiently large to prevent any significant

screening by the electrons on the projectile or target atoms. That is ,

Rutherford scattering consists of elastic binary scattering between the

“bare” projectile and target nuclei which therefore “sense only h r 2

type coulomb repulsion when they are a distance r apart. This sort of

scattering permits greatly simplified quantitative interpretation of the

data , which is aided fur ther  by us ing  a monoenergetic source for the

projectile ions.

The Rutherford scattering probability in the center-of-mass coor-

dina te  system for a particle of mass H1, charge Z1, and energy E, to be

scattered through angle 0 by a target atom of mass H2 and charge Z2 into

a solid angle ~ is given by

~~~~ 2
( do \  - 

( Z 1Z 2e \ (H1 + M2
’
\ _ _ _ _ _ _

c.m . 
- \ 4E / ~ 

M2 ) s in 4 (8 /2 ) 
( 1 )

where e is the electronic charge. Expressing E in MeV , Equation 1 is a

small quantity with strong forwa rd-peaking ,

I 

c.m . 
= 1.3 X 10 27 

(~~~2) 
2 

( M ;  H2)

2 

s in 4 (O /2) 
(2 )
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which says basically that the impi nging projectile ion “sees” a very

open lattice and that only a small fraction of the impinging particles

are in fact backscattered . It is assumed for purposes of analysis that

the inc ident flux is constant with depth. This ass umption greatly

simplifies analysis since losses from the incident beam can be ignored

when comparing backscatter yields from different depths. The particles
which are scattered come from varying depths in the target depending

upon where they happen to approach a lattice atom within Its effective

scattering radius of which the Thomas-Fermi screening distance Is a

useable estimate. The Thomas-Fermi screening distance is typically a

smal l fraction of one A and is a function of both the probe and target

ions as can be seen from the values given on p. 127 of Mayer et al.

(Reference 1).

Shown in Figure 1 is a typical RBS spectrum for a “random” sample

(or target) in which the number of backscattered particles (or yield) is

plotted as a function of energy. The front (or high energy) edge, E5,

of the spectrum represents elastic scattering from surface atoms, while

the y ie ld  at lower energies is the result of Ions that have traveled

Into the sample some distance, undergone elastic collisions , then re-

turned to the surface where their energy is measured. The continuous

inelastic energy losses experienced by the projectile Ions while travel-

ling through the crystal before and after the Rutherford collision give

rise to the spectrum nature of Figure 1. These losses, which result

from the stopping power of the particular ion-target-energy combination,

are known arni can be used to convert the spectrum’s energy scale to a

t
4
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BACKSCATT ER
YIELD

• ENER6 Y OF
_______DEPTH I, E~ SCATTERED IONS

Figure 1 . Schematic RBS (Rutherfo rd Backscatter) Spectrum from a Random
Sample. E0 and E~ Are the Energies of the Incid ent and Surface
Scattered Ions, Respectively.

depth scale as Indicated in Figure 1. The value of this conversion will

be shown later when it is possible to track diffusing Ga in Si0 2 and to

locate its position relative to the specimen surface. Therefore, RBS

can be viewed as a mass-sensitive depth microscope that permits mapping

$ 

the location of masses to depths of a few urn with a resolution of up to
S
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A sample ’ s backscatter yield can be greatly reduced, from that 11-

lustrated by Figure 1, in  the special case known as “cha nneling ” . Chan-

neling can occur when the ion (or projectile) beam is aligned along a

crystallographic axis or plane of a single crystal target. The situa-

tion is shown schematically in Figure 2 where an ion beam Is shown

aligned with a low index direction In a two-dimensional lattice . Those

particles which approach the surface within the “forbidden ” region are

backscattered or “randomized” , but those outside the forbidden zone
— 

continue into the lattice and are channeled . The incident beam is

‘ therefore separated into random and channeled portions. Those channeled

ions which approach close to the atomic rows will “feel ” a gentle cou-

lombic repulsion and therefore will be slightly deflected toward the

other row from which they will be deflected back, resulting in an os-

cillating path leading deeper into the crystal (as indicated in Fig-

ure 2) with only gradual randomization or dechanneling . Thermal oscil-

lations of the lattice atoms additionally contribute to the randomiza-

tion process so that eventually most ions are dechanneled by approaching

a lattice atom within the forbidden region , as discussed by Grasso (p.

181 of Reference 5).

To explore the channel ing phenomena experimentally, a low index di-

rection of the sample is carefully aligned with the Ion beam and a back-

— 1 scatter spectrum is taken, which is shown schematically in Figure 3

superimposed on the random spectrum of Figure 1. The alignment is very
- 

- critical since the angular difference between perfectly aligned and

random spectra is typically a fraction of one degree. The surface peak

in Figure 3 on the channeled curve results from the fraction of the Ion

beam that suffers Rutherford collisions with the surface atomic layer of

6
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0I CTI ON

V 

INcI:ENT 

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

V Figure 2. IllustratIon of an Incident Beam Parallel to a Low Index
(Channel ing) Direction in a Two-Dimensional Lattice.

BA CK SCATT ER
YIELD

\~~~~~~~~~~~~~~, - A ~~~ U

X M IN = —5~

C H A N N E L E D

PEAK

¼... E N E R G Y  OF
4— DEPTH E~ E0 SCATTERED IONS

Figure 3. SchematIc RBS Spectra for Channeled and Random Orientations
V of a Sample. E0 and Es Are the Energies of the Incident

and Surface Scattered Ions, Respectively.
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the crystal as indicated in Figure 2. The surface contribution is the

same f rom a crysta l whether or not it is aligned for channel ing. Beyond

the surface layer in the channeling configuration, however , the l a t t i ce

atoms are shielded from the ion beam and therefore make a greatly re-

duced contribution to the backscattered yield compared to the random

orientation in which all lattice sites, both on the surface and below,

are equally accessible. It should be noted that the yields of all

backscatter spectra increase deeper in the crystal , (i.e. at lower

energies in Figure 3) because the probe particle energy decreases as It

penetrates the lattice due to the stopping power which results in an

increased scattering cross-section or scattering probability (Equa-

tion 1). The quantity Xmj n in Figure 3 at the position of minimum yield

is  defined as X m i n  
= 

~c’~R where 
~R and are the yields from a crystal

in random and perfectly channeled positions, respectively. Xmin can be

estimated by calculating the fraction of the area on a crystal face

occupied by the atomic rows when viewed along a particular crystallo-

graphic direction . For example, using a Thomas-Fermi screening distance

“a” , the area of the row “seen” by the Ion beam is i~a
2, while the total

surface area per row is 1/Nd where N Is the atomic density and d is the

atomic spacing along the row. Calculating Xmjn for Si In the <110>

direction , for example,

V 

N =  5 x  1022 /cm 3

and 

d ilO> 

~ 

84~

X 
_ lTa Nd z O.0174mm - •
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This result means the lowest Xmjn that can be obta i ned on a Si crystal

regardless of surface preparation and alignment is about 2%, which is

consistent with experimental observations .

More complete treatments of channeling , with examples, are avail-

able in publications by Picraux (Reference 6), Mayer et al. (Refer-

ence 1), and Morgan (Reference 5) .

2. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS AND APPLICATIONS

The description of the RBS experiment given below is combined with

V discussions on the specific kinds of information that can be obtained

about a material and how the experimental parameters interact with the

measured data. Limitations of the RBS method are also discussed along

with techniques by which some of them can be circumvented .

a. Experimental Parameters 
V

A typical experimental set-up for backscattering is shown sche-

matical ly In Figure 4 where E0 is the incident Ion energy and E is the

ion ’s energy after scattering through the laboratory angle 4. The

sample Is mounted on a goniometer so that the angle which the ion beam

makes with the sample surface can be precisely adjusted over a wide

range. When choosing how to perform the scattering experiment, con-

— sideration must be given to the available experimental parameters and

how they affect the data that is required . The parameters consist of

the probe ion energy, the angle of scattering, the method of detection,

— and the probe ion mass. It is assumed that all of the detected par-

ticles have undergone only a single close approach scattering event.

9
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I SAMPLE
_1800 ~ SURFACE.P

SCATTERING
EVENT

— 
1 SURFAC E

N O R M A L
- 

~~...~~~~~~~—_—SflLIO STATE

Figure 4. ~~~~~ ~ c~~ a~~~~~9 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

The probe energy must be high for two primary reasons: (1) to

improve the resolution between different masses in the target and (2) to

ensure unscreened , binary collisions between the probe and target nu-

clei if the simplified data analysis advantage of Rutherford scattering

is to be real ized. Rutherford type collisions are further guaranteed by

choosing a scattering angle p greater than 900, and In fact as close to

1800 as experimentally practical . This large value for ~ (typically

168°) requires that the colliding particles approach wi th a small Impact

• parameter which is defined as the ,perpendicular separation between the

particles’ center lines of motion before any deflection takes place due

to the coulonibic repulsive force . A small impact parameter combined

10
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with the large Incident energy ensures that any detected particle will

have experienced a close-approach collision of the Rutherford type.

Scattering dynamics are examined carefully by Carter and Colligon

(Chapter 1 of Reference 7) and the classical Rutherford scattering

theory is examined in some detail by Leighton (Chapter 14 of Refer-

ence 8). A small additiona l advantage of a large scattering angle is

increased mass separation in the backscatter spectrum. That is, the

energy difference between particles scattered from two different masses

increases with scattering angle as can be seen from Equations 3 and 4.

For example , the backscatter energy difference for He ions scattered

from F and 0 at 4 = 145° and 175° are1 respectively

E (F)  - E(O) = 64.9 keV

and

E ( F )  - E ( O )  = 65.3 keY

for an incident ion energy of 1 MeV. The major contribution to Increased

spectral separation of masses in the target Is an increased energy of

the incident ions. From Equation 3, it is seen that mass resolution is

related linearly to the incident ion ’s energy, so the resolution is

doubled in going from 1 MeV to 2 MeV .

11
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Experimenta lly, the cost of scattering through a large angle with a

large incident energy is a reduced number of scattering events because

Equation 1 is forward peaked as mentioned and also because it decreases

with increasing energy. Additionally, for bac kscattering the probe ion

must be of a smaller mass than the target atom which can be seen from

Equation 19 and is discussed by Armour and Carter (Reference 9).

The detector shown in Figure 4 is a solid-state Si, surface barrier

type and is monitored by a multichannel analyzer. A scattered ion , upon

entering the detector, creates an electronic pulse which is proportional

in size to the particle ’s energy. This signal Is ampl i fied and stored

in the multichannel analyzer according to its energy, so that a l l  ener-

gies are continuously accepted by the detector while a scattering ex-

periment is being performed. That is to say, a complete spectrum like

that  shown schema t i call y in Figure 1 is obtained during a single run of

perhaps 15-30 minutes while holding the sample at a fixed angle as it is

struck continuously with a 3 x lO~~ ampere current of 2 MeV He ions.

The convenience and efficiency of being able to accept all backscattered

particles (within the solid angle of the detector) and to electronically

discriminate between the i r energies, requires some compromises, namely ,

a reduced counting rate to avoid “pulse pile-up ” and a reduced energy

resolution. Pile-up occurs when two ions enter the detector within the

time resolution of the electronics, then the two pulses add and appear

as a single pulse with an energy equal to the sum of the two smaller

pulses . Pile-up problems are minimized by using electronic pile-up

rejection circuitry in addition to reduced ion currents. Solid state

12
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detectors also have a l imited energy resolution at room temperature of

about 15 keV for a-particles (He ions) in the 1-2 MeV range. In Si ,

this converts to a depth resolution of about 300A at normal incidence ,

though a much better depth resolution is possible by using a low angle

of incidence as described in Section II.2.e. In presently used sophis-

ticated backscattering systems, the detector represents the basic re-

solution limitation. One notable exception Is the apparatus developed

by BØgh (Reference 10) which uses a magnetic spectrometer and provides

dramatically improved resolution for both mass and depth measurements.

The major limitations of the magnetic analyzer, however, are the long

time and large total ion dose required to obtain a single backscatter

spectrum since the energy axis must be scanned and hence the count rate

will necessarily be low for a narrow energy “wi ndow ” .

The final experimental parameter for consideration is the mass of

the probe ions , which has a large effect upon the energy separation of

the ions after being scattered from targets with different masses. That

is , heavy probe ions (except for very light targets) result in a q.eater

mass resolution than do lighter ions for the same initial energy, as

shown graphically by Mayer, et al. (p. 142 of Reference 1). Iinfortu-

nately, the resolution of solid state detectors degrades with the probe

ions of larger mass as shown by Bergstr~m, et al. (Reference 11) (also

p. 142 of Reference 1). In the case of carbon as a projectile, Chu et

al. (Reference 12) show that no significant gain in resolution is achieved ,

though a real gain Is realized In terms of reduced pile -up with both C

13
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and N so that the sensitivity for heavy impurity detection is improved .

Feldman et a] .  (Reference 4) show C to be useful for their specific

need , i.e., examining low concentrations of shallow implants in GaP.

However, for low mass targets, the mass sensitivity is decreased for

increased probe ion mass and , in fact, backscattering is not possible

for a probe mass equal to or greater than the target mass , as discussed

previously. Heavy projectile ions also cause problems in terms of

increasing the radiation damage in both the target and detector over

that observed for He ions.

All factors considered , 4He is the best compromise for most experi-

ments and is the ion used exclusively for the experiments described in

t h i s  report. Typically, He ions (or a-particles) with an energy of

2 MeV were used , and measured by a solid state detector at a scattering

angle of 168° . These choices permitted seeing masses as low as

w i t h  ease, yet provided sufficient mass resolution and sensitivity for

the heavy targets and impurities such as Hf and Au .

b. Scattering Depth

For elastic scattering , the energy before and after scattering are

related by Equation 3

E = k 2E0 (3)

where

r 2 2 1/21 2

k 2 
= ~cos~ + ( 1 - 

~~ s in  q~} (4 )
~ T1
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where

MVJ / M
2

recalling that is the projectile and M2 the target mass and that E0
and E are the incident and backscattered energies , respectivel y, of the

probe particle. In Fi gure 3, Equation 4 permits calculation of the

target mass, M2, from the position of the front edge (or energy E5)

of the spectrum when M1 an d E0 are known . Determination of M2 is sim-

plified with the use of Equation 5 which is an inversion of Equation 4:

21 - k  V

21 + k - 2k cos4

It is possible, with the aid of Fi gure 4, to work out the rela-

tionship between the energy of the backscattered partic les and depth.

The measured probe ion energy, E, at the detector results from stopping

power losses before and after scattering in addition to a scattering (or

k2) loss

tfcosf3

E = k2 

[E0 
- 

f~~l 
dx
l] 

- dx 2 (6)

Hc— cOsfI 2

~

IJV  

.
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where ~~
-
~~

- and ~~
-
~~

- are the stopping powers for the particle going into
1 2

the tarqet and the particle coming back out after scattering. In the

energy region used for this work, the stopping power relations are

slowly varying functions as can be - seen from the results of Northcliffe
and Sch - ill ing (Reference 13). It is therefore practical for moderately

thin l ayers (i.e. several thousand A) to use average values for ~~~~~ = S (E0 )
and 

~~~~ 

s (k
2 
[E0

_ts ( Es)]) and to further approximate the energy

during the ~
-

~~
- phase with k2E0. Then Equation 6 becomes
2

E = k2 [E COS O 1 
S (E

o)] 
- co~92 

S (k
2E0)

which can then be solved for the depth at which the elastic collision

occurs

k2E0 - E_ 7_______________ __ 
(7)

cosO 1 o o

in the units of pg/cm
2 when S is expressed in energy/pg/cm2.

c. Dopant Profile

The depth information contained in Equation 7 is of par ti cular

value when an impurity , such as an implanted l ayer, i s present i n the

substrate . In such a case, if the impurity mass, 
~~ 

i s greater than

the substrate mass, M5, a RBS spectrum suc h as tha t shown i n F ig ure 5

will be obtained where the impurity peak at E
~ 

appears at a h igher

energy than the substrate edge, E5. The impurity mass with the aid of

16
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Equations 3 and 4 can be employed to calculate the scattered energy ,

k~E0, to be anticipated if any impurity atoms were located on the sur-

face. The difference k
~
E0

_E
~ 

is then the energy loss experienced by the

probe in traveling through the latt ice of the substrate to and fr om the

implant. With the aid of Equation 7 and the stopping power and density

of the lattice , the depth of the implant maximum and the prof ile with

depth can be determined . These are the primary parameters that are

required when implan ting ions and are also the parameters that are

tracked during annealing .

d. Thin Films

Another important (and ofte.i used ) application of Equation 7 is for

measuring the thickness of a passivating film deposited on a substrate.

in th is case , one obtains a RBS spectrum like that illustrated in Fig-

ure 6 for a silicon oxide film on a substrate with a mass greater than

that of Si , which in turn has a mass greater than that of 0. In Fig-

ure 6, the energy loss suffered by the probe particle traveling in

through the film , colliding wi th a substrate atom at the interface, then

travel ing back Out through the film is E0-E 5. W i thout the film , the

energy loss of the ions would be E0 - k~E0 so the additional energy loss

due to the presence of the film is k~E0 - E5 which when substituted into

Equation 7 for k2E0 - E yields a film thickness in cm if  the stopping

power and the density of the film are known.

In some circumstances , It is possible to determ ine the sto ichi om-

etry of the film by comparing relative yields of the film components

with the aid of Equation 1 when expressed in the laboratory frame of

reference. This point Is discussed further in Section 3.

17
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BAC KSCATTER
YIELD

A  

ENERGY

E~ E 0 BAC KSCATTE R EO
IONS

Figure 5. Schematic RBS Spectrum for an Impurity Layer (Mass=M1) Near
the Surface of a Substrate Material (Mass M ), Where
Mi>M

~
. E0 Is the Incident Energy of the Pr~be Beam.

BACKSCATT ER
YIELD

OXYGEN PEAK

SILICON PEAK

j S... I I ENERGY OF

~~ 
E• BACKSCATT EREO IONS

Figure 6. Schematic RBS Spectrum of a High Mass Substrate Coated wi th
a Low Mass Silicon Oxide Film. The Energy k~E0 Representsthe “Edge” Energy for Scattering from the Substrate wi th
No Film Present and Es Represents the Observed Edge Shifted
Due to Stopping Power Losses of the Probe Particles As they
Travel Into and Back Out Through the Film.
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e. Angle of Incidence

Not infrequently, an unknown impurity peak will appear in the

spectrum and it Is desired to know its mass. If in fact the Impurity is

at the surface of the sample , then with the aid of Equations 3, 4, and 5

the mass can be calculated since ~ is known for a given experiment and

k2 is measured from the peak position. However, the peak position may

be the resul t  of mass and stopping power effects if the impurity is

below the surface, a fact that can be definitely established by running

— 
backscatter spectra at more than one angle of incidence (0 ] in Fig-

ure 4) . This change in angle will change the path length and result in

an energy shift of the impurity peak position due to stopping power

effects if the impurity is below the surface and no shif t  if I t  is on

the surface. For the case of the Impurity located below the surface, an

estimate of the path length (or depth in the sample), the stopping power

losses, and finally, the impurity mass can be made by measuring the

amount of shift observed between the two spectra.

Al tering the angle of incidence of the probe particles (e~ in

Figure 4) can also be used to permit a dramatic imp rovement In depth

resolution over what is possible using the conventional “normal’4 inci-

dence geometry (01 = 0). The magnitude of this  Improvement can be

roughly estimated by calculating the relative increase In the distance

traveled by the projectile ion in the sample for different angles of

19
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incidence. With the help of F igure 4, it is seen that for a scattering

event at depth t the total path in the target = x 1 + x2 = t (l/cose 1
+ l/cos o 2) , so for 01 

= 0 and 02 = 12°

x 1 + x2 = 2.02 t

while for 01 
800 and 02 = -68°

x1 + x 2 =8. 43 t.

Therefore , the path length for 0] = 80° has increased by a factor of

4.17 over that for norma l incidence. This increased path length Im-

proves the depth resolution of the measurement, because It means greater

stopping power losses, and therefore a greater energy change, for an ion

entering at 
~l 

= 80° than for one entering at 01 = 0 even though both

scatter at the same depth t below the surface. Present backscattering

systems are limi ted primarily by the detector’s energy resolution as

discussed previously, so these increased energy losses experienced by

the Ion help sol ve the problem. The relation between depth resolution
and detector resolution is seen directly by evaluating Equation 7 for

scattering at two different depths t1 and t2, then taking the differ-

ence:

- = 

2 

E2 
- E1 (8)

cos01 
S (E0) + co~82 ~ (k

2E0)

L
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Taking  ~E = E2 - E1 as the detector ’s energy resolution, typically 15

keV FWHM (full width at half maximum) , then i~t = t1 - t2 represents the

depth resolution. Rewriting Equation 8 for convenience,

(9)

where

[SI = c~:e1 
s (E0) + co~02 

s (k
2E0) (10)

and noting that for a given target [5] is a function of a 1 and 82 whIle

~E is a constant for a 
particular detector, it Is possibl e to calculate

relative depth resolutions for changes In 01 and 02 as Indicated 
in

Equation 11

L~(° = 0 )
1At (6] = ~) = At (e~ 

= o) 
~ 

(11)

recalling that 01 + 02 = 120 . For example , if the scattering takes

place wi th a very heavy target atom (I.e. 8 = 0, k2 1 ) so that

S (E0) S (ic~~~) 
, then Equation 11 gIves for y = 800 ,

~t = 800 ) At (0 ] = 0) x
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which is the value found above using only the change in path lengths for

the two angles of incidence. This result tells us that a given detector

energy resolution corresponds to a smaller depth change in the target at

glancing incidence than at norma l incidence , so the resolution is in-

V 
creased accordingly. i.e. by 4.17 in this case for 01 = 80° and by 7.4

V for °l = 85°. In the case of real targets, the k2 and stopping power values

are important, for example using 2 MeV ct-particles in Si02, the reso- V

lution improves in going from 01 = 0 to 01 = 80° by factors of 3.27 and

3.93 for scattering from oxygen and galluim, respectively.

As mentioned previously, another way to use the glancing incidence

method , which is directly related to the earlier resolution discussion ,

is to change the “apparent” depth at which some particular scattering

event occurs by changing the angle of incidence. Rewriting Equaticn 7

for scattering from depth t,

k2E0 E0 o
t = 1___ ____ (12)

fs (o 1 = 0)]

with 0] = 0, and subtracting from a similar equation for scattering at

the same depth t but with 01 = y, Equation 13 results,

2 2 [ s ( e 1=~) ]
(k E - = (k E0 

- E0 0)  [s  (0 =0) ] (13)
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which gives the change in energy observed in the backscatter spectrum

for the increased ang le of incidence. The changed energy , and hence the

increased apparent depth of scattering, is related to the normal depth

by the same factors found above for the resolution increases , e.g. 3.97

for scattering from Ga in Si02 with 01 = 80° and 0.~ + 02 
= 12°.

In addition to the resolution improvement and apparent depth change,

the glancing incidence technique also permits detailed analysis of quite

thin films that would normally be less than the detector resolution at

normal incidence. In the case of compound fi lms , the incident angle can

be adjusted to yield a maximum apparent film thickness that still avoids

overlap of the components. Some appl ications of the technique are ii-

lustrated in Sections IV .], IV.2 , V .3, and V.4.a where the examinations

of several film types and thicknesses are described .

Unfortunately, this list of advantages realized by simply changing

the angle of incidence is not free. When 01 is about 70° or larger , the

experiment becomes far more sensitive to the ion beam divergence and de-

tector acceptance angle which are functions of the experimental apparatus ,

more sensitive to small angle (multiple) scattering and energy straggl i ng

which are bulk effects In the sample , and far more sensitive to the

sample ’s surface condition. Al l of these factors along with the de-

tector resolution reduce the overall resolution of the measurement
V 

because they detract from the Ideal experiment , which would consist of a

particle of perfectly defined energy E0 entering a target sample at a

perfectly defined angle, experiencing a smooth and continuous stopping
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powe r slowing force, undergoing a single Rutherford collision , and

traveling out again smoothly before detection at a precise energy and at

the same precise angle into which it had been scattered. However, in a

real experiment all of the above factors enter and reduce the observed

resolution :

1) divergence in the ion beam before striking the target means in

effect that the angle of incidence is not exactly defined ,

2) a finite angle of acceptance at the detector means that the

angle through which the detected ions have been backscattered
- 

- is not exactly defined,

3) multiple scattering, which consists of many very low angle

scattering events and increases wi th distance traveled in the

target, can gradually alter the ion ’s direction and means

reduced precision in defining the Rutherford scattering event,

4) energy straggling, which is energy spreading of an originall y

monoenergetic beam, is a product of the statistical nature of

energy loss processes; like multip le scattering , It increases

with distance traveled In the target and detracts from pre-

cisely defining the RBS event, and

5) surface roughness of the sanple, If long-range Impairs pre-

cisely defining the angle of incidence, and if short-range

Interfers with exactly locating the sample ’s surface.
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These factors have been examined carefully by Williams (References 14,

15) and their relative effects have been evaluated and tested experi-

mentall y. Williams finds that experiments can be performed with a 5°

angle of incidence (01 = 85°) and reasonable counting rates if care is

taken wi th controlling the experimental parameters and with sample

preparation. This 5° angle of incidence can result , for example , in a
0 0

depth resolution of about 50A (compared to about 350A at normal inci-

dence) for near-surface analysis of heavy atoms in Si. He experimen-

tally demonstrates the practical operating ranges for the experiment:

1) an ion beam divergence of about 0.05°,

2) a detector acceptance angle of about 2-3°,

3) a bulk sample thickness of about 500A in a light lattice (Al),

about 300A in Ge, and considerably less in heavy materials

such as Au before a noticeable decrease in resolution is seen,

and

— 

4) a carefully prepared target surface such as that obtained by

vibratory polishing and etching .

This technique for increasing the spatial resolution of RBS by

means of a glancing angle of incidence is newly developed by Williams

(References 15, 14) at the University of Salford and has been used

extensively in obtaining the results on thin films described later in
V this report.
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3. STOPPING POWER

The stopping power of a material (Or target) Is the energy loss ex-

perienced by a probe ion as it travels through that material . The

amount of energy loss is dependent upon the number of target ions with

which the probe ion interacts and therefore is generally expressed in

energy loss per mass/area. In addition to being a function of the probe

and target ions , the stopping power is also dependent upon the probe ion

energy, but can be conveniently determined for most probe-target-energy

combinations by means of the results given by Northcliffe and Sch illing

(Reference 13). Northcliffe and Schilling (Reference 13) present in

graphical form the stopping powers for solid materials relative to Al

(Figure 9 of Reference 13) as functions of E/m of the probe beam.

Additionally, they present the stopping powers in Al of several ions

(Figure 2 of Reference 13) also as functions of E/m and in units of
keY

2 Combining these two numbers , the stopping power of the desired V

~ig/cmion with a given energy can be calculated in a particular material. For

example, for 2MeV ct-particles in Ga, Figure 9 of Reference 13 yields

(dE/dx) -

(dE / dxj Al 
-

at E/m = 0.5. From Fi gure 2 of Reference 13,

1 (dE~
z “ ~ Al pg/cm
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so

(dE / dx) Al 
= 1.00

therefore:

(dE/dX)G 
= 0.62 keV

pg/cm

To obtain the stopping power as a function of thickness, i t  is necessary

to multipl y by the density , which for Ga is

‘~Ga = 5.91 g/cm3

which  yields

(dE/dx)Ga = 36.64 eV/A

The stopping power of a compound can be obta ined in a similar way

by using Bragg ’s additivity rule as given by Northcliffe and Schi lling

— (Reference 13, p. 244 )

(dE \ (dE \
\dX /compound - 1 N1 A~ ~~~~~~~~ / ¼ 14 )
/ dE\ M /dE \
‘~~~~A1 I ~~~

1A1

4-
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where (dE/dx)1 is the stopping power of the element with N1 a toms of
weight A 1 and M is the molecular weight. For example, for Si02,

(
~ ~~~~ 1 Si 

_ _ _

(cJ~~ 
- 

~~~ 
28- V

fdE \ 
+ 32 /dE \ (15)

‘~
th
~~Al

which yields, for Si02 deposited on GaP being probed by 2MeV ct-par-

* 
tid es, values of

S (E0) 1.077
pg/cm

for the ingoing particles and

S ’k2 ~ - keY
~ E~ 1 - 1.160

for the particles reflected by Ga particles at the interface. These

stopping powers yi eld values of 24 .12 and 25.98 eV/A , respectively for

the incident and scattered ct-particles using an Si02 density of 2.24

9/cm3 as g iven by Chu et al .  (Reference 16 ) . Th is stoppin g power data

can be used to calculate the thickness of the Si02 film directly in A

by combining it with the shift in the position of the Ga edge, k2E0 - E

expressed In eV , in Equation 7.

- 
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Experimentall y, the stopping power can be measured with quite good

accuracy by using a mark*~r (such as a heavy implant or 
thin evaporated

layer) behind a known thickness t of the material for which S(E) is

desired. For RBS from a heavy marker such as Au , the scattering loss is

less than 10% so S (E0) = S ( k2E~,) and Equation 7 becomes,

S (Es) 
= 

I k2 
- 

1 
(16)

~ ~~~~ cose2)

V
’ which represents a very good approximation for near-surface scattering .

The angle of incidence can be varied to test the thickness range over

which the S (E0 ) = s (k
2E0 ) approximation is valid by changing the ac-

tual path length traveled by the ion.

Bas icall y, Equation 16 represents the approach taken by Thompson

and Mackintosh (Reference 17) to examine stopping powers as functions of

energy in Si and Si02 and additionally to test Bragg ’s ru le, Equation 14.

They find that the measured values of S(E) for Si02 are higher than the

values calculated using the Bragg rule for ion energies above 800 keY

and differ by about 10% at 1 .7MeV . They suggest that the stopp ing power

i s dependent upon the physical state of the atoms of whi ch the compoun d

is composed, noting that the oxygen stopping power values used for the

calculations were taken from measurements on °2 gas. The measurements

made by Feng, et al. (Reference 18) to test the validity of Bragg ’s over

the energy range of 0.5 to 2.25MeV find that It holds for three metal

alloy systems and for two i ron oxides within their experimental error.
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They find a disagreement of 10-20)- between the calculated and measured

values for A1 203, however , but believe that it could very likely be due

to errors in the available data on Al . Therefore , it appears that the

reliability of Bragg ’s rule is primarily a function of the input data ,

and consequently when performing experiments which are very sensitive to

stopping power values the only safe route is to measure directl y the

specific systems being examined .

4 . LABORATORY COORDINATE SYSTEM

The differential scattering cross section do expressed in Equatbn

1 is given in the center-of-mass frame of reference as indicated. How-

ever , experiments are performed in the laboratory frame, so it i s neces-

sary to transform Equation 1 into the laboratory coordinate system.

This conversion is particularl y important for accurate checks of stoi-

chiometry even though some workers have ignored all contributions except

the ratios which avoids the inconvenience of transforming to the

laboratory frame , but usually introduces considerable error.

Rewriting Equation 1

/ 2 \2

- 
( Z 1 Z 2e ‘

~ 
(
~ + 1)2 1 (17)

\ d r , “c.m. 
- \ 2E / sin4(~~)
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recalling that 8 = M1/M2. The center-of-mass angle 0 is related to the

la bora tory an g le ~, defined by Figure 4, by Equation 18 (see for ex-
ample, Reference 9)

S i f l € 3  18(4) 8+cOsO

from which the inverse relation can be derived (Equation 19):

6 + sin~” (
~ sin ~

) (19)

It must be noted that the solid angle into which the particles are back-

scattered

d~ = 2ir sinOdO (20)

must also be converted so that the differential scattering cross section

becomes ex pressed compl etely i n the la bora tory angle ~~~.

Substituting Equation 19 into Equations 17 and 20 and combining ,

Equation 21 results

2

(
do \ - 

(Z1Z2e
2 \ 1 (cos~ + ~l - 82sin 2 ~}l/2) 

2 
(21)

~ / 
Lab. 

- 

~ 2E / sin 4q {1 - 
~~2 sin 2q~

1
~~

which is the form expressed in Reference 19 (which deleted the l/sin4p

term). In some cases it may be useful to express (do/d~) lab in center-

of-mass angles , in which case it is readily shown that

dc
~Lab 

= 

(1÷ 8 2 + 2BcosO)3”2 
d
~
’
~c m  

(22)
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so the scattering yield in the laboratory system is expressed by Equa-

tion 23

= 
(Z112e

2 ~ 2 
+ 1)~~ . 

1 
. 

(i + 82 + 28 cose) 
3/2 

(23)\d. ‘Lab. ~ 
2E / 4 sin 4 (-~-) 

(1 + 8coso)

This form is primarily of value when one is interested in evaluating the

relative contributions of the different terms in stoichiometry calcula-

tions , which in the case of GaP shows that merely using the Z2 ratio

~z \2 = 4.2711Ga

while the correct ratio is significantly greater

(do/d
~
)
~a

= 4.3731

at = 1 50°. Howeve r, when using the form of Equation 23, care must be

exercised to use the correct angles, for example at ~ 
= 1500, 0Ga =

151.645° and O~ = 153.705° (Equation 19).
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SECTION I I I

IMPURITY DETECTION AND STOICHIOMETRY

1 . GENERA L

The Rutherford backscattering technique offers a method by which

the stoichiometry of compounds can , under favorable conditions , be

measured to an accuracy of about a percent and the presence of impuri-

ties can be established generally to a fraction of one percent. This

capability is of particular value when in the case of films deposited by

different techniques it is necessary to know which method yields the

desired ratio of components and whether or not impurities are intro-

duced . RBS has also been employed to look at the introduction of im-

purities and compositional variations in the surfaces of compounds

prepared with d i fferent etches. The u l t imate accuracy i s l imi ted by

geometric factors such as precise definition of the scattering angle and

beam di vergence , by counting statistics and background , by detector

resolu tion , by multiple scattering and energy straggling , and by any

deviations from the Rutherford scattering relation (Equation 21) which

assumes no screen i ng, an assum pt ion that decreases in val i di ty as the

ion ’s energy is reduced. Using a sufficiently high ion beam energy (1-

2MeV ) and after exercising the experimental care described in Section

V 

II.2.e regarding low angle of incidence resolution Improvements, sensi-

tivity in measuring stoichiometry and detecting Impurities is further

Improved by reducing the background and increasing the total count. The

background reduction Is approached in several ways, namel y, by using a

substrate of lower mass than the film and/or Impurity , by examining

l i gh t  impur i t i es in t h in  f i l m s , and by using channel ing In single cry-

stal substrates. All of these approaches are described below.
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The method relies upon the fact that the Rutherford equation is a

sca tter ing proba bi l i ty so tha t the ra tio of par ticles backscattere d from

each constituent of a compound is proportiona l to the number of each

component present times the scattering probability as expressed in

Equation 24

(do \
\d?~J N

‘

~ B 
/do \  N

~dc21 B

where and are the scattered yields (number of backscattered par-

tid es) from components A and B and NA and N8 are the number densities

of each component. This same equation Is used to calculate the concen-

tration of implanted ions in which case the yield from the implant is

compared to that of the substrate of which the number density is known

and which allows the implant density to be calculated . Also , the con-

centration of impurities (in a substrate) can be estimated in a like

manner.

V 2. SURFACES

Surface composition , principally stoichiometry , can be exam ined in

some detail by employing channeling techniques and comparing the surface

peaks (Figure 3) of the components. Hva1g~rd et al. (Reference 20)

demonstrated how different etches resulted in dramatically different

surfaces on their Te and Sn doped GaAs, and showed that some conditions

yielded surfaces that were highly Te or Sn rich. Morgan and Bøgh (Ref-

erence 21) demonstrated in GaAs how the surface stoichiometry could be

34
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adjusted and impurities introduced by the particular choice of etchant.

Morgan and Wood (Reference 22) used the method to demonstrate its sensi-

t i v i t y  in  three systems, InP , GaAs , and GaP . In Reference 22 the general

area of surface analysis is reviewed , experimental probl ems are di scussed ,

an d exper imental data are presented for the three systems, in  addi t ion a

sumation is presented on the limitations of the technique both for

evaluat ing the surface stoichiometry and probing for impurities.

It should  be noted that since the best spatial resolution for

Rutherford scattering is about 40-50 A (Section II.2.e) and its probing

depth is about one im, RBS is not a surface tool in the same sense as is

Auger spectroscopy , for example, which examines a few monolayers. That

is to say, RBS can measure the presence of impurities and variations in

stoichiometry within its resolution but a complimentary high resolution

technique is required if greater depth sensitivity is necessary.

3. BULK COMPOUNDS

In general , the stoichiometry measurement is at best accurate to

only  about one percent under good, low background conditions which makes

it of minima l value for any useable bulk semiconductor compound where

the background l evel is high for at least one component. The sensi-

ti v ity problems are di scussed br iefly by Carter and Whit ton i n Refer-

ence 23 for the case of GaP.

35
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4. FILMS

Films of severa l types have been Investigated in various ways to

determine composition as a property of the film and as a function of

depth. Al so, they have been examined as a function of the growth pro-

pert ies both i n terms of their stoichiometry and impurity content.

It is worth noting here that wi th RBS the composition of films can

be calculated using experimentally measured quantities only without

requiring external standards or needing to introduce stopping power

terms , which are generally not known with a high degree of accuracy.

(Further, the stopping power depends upon the composition which would

introduce additional errors.) This point , which is suninarized below and

experimentally only requires a sharp Interface between the film and

subs trate , Is introduced and discussed by Meyer et al. (Reference 24)

and is examined in detail by Chu et al. (Refercnce 12).

Figure 7 shows schematically the backscatter spectrum for a SiO,~
film. The energy ~E51 represents the energy difference between ci-

particles scattered by Si atoms at the f i l m  surface and Si atoms at the

back of the film where it interfaces the substrate, likewi se, ~E0 is

the energy difference for scattering from 0 atoms at the front and back
of the film. In Equation 24, the yield can be expressed as the area
under the peaks, so Equation 24 becomes

(do \
N51 t

~Esi Hsi ~~~‘0 (25)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Figure 7. Schematic RBS Spectrum for an SiOx Film.

for the ratio of the number densities and is expressed in terms of

quantities directly determined from the spectrum. Also, the rat io of

stopping power terms can be determined from the spectrum which is seen

by rewriting Equation 7

P~ Esl [Si si t (26)

~ E~ [S] 0 t (27 )

where

z co~~ 
S (E 0) + co~e2 

S (k~iE0) (28)

and likew i se for
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The ratio of Equations 26 and 27 yield Equation 29 for any depth t:

AE
5 . [SJ ~~~~

(2 9)

Thi s rela ti on (Equation 29) also permits the establishment of a rela ti ve

depth scale which can then be employed to determine from the experimental

spectrum the composition of the film as a function of depth. That is ,

Equation 29 is used to locate positions in both the Si and 0 peaks of
the backscatter spectrum that correspond to the same depth in the film

by selecting , for example, some desired i~~E51 and solving Equation 29 for

t~E
0
.

V 

One of the major goals is to decrease the background in the spec-

trum i n order to increase the sens i t i v i ty of these measuremen ts. Some

workers have approached this problem through the use of channeling

methods and others through the employment of low mass substrates or free

standing films . In general , RBS is used to examine heavy impurities in

a light lattice, for exam ple Ga i n Si02 which will be explored in Sec-

tion V. It Is also possible , however , to examine light impurities in a

heavier lattice by using a thin film on a very light substrate. For

example , the range and profile of Si implanted Into Ge can be measured

directly wi th RBS by depositing the Ge on a C substrate. In this case,

if the Ge film thickness is chosen carefully, the Si peak in  the RBS

spectrum will appear between the back edge of the Ge film and the C edge

of the substrate. The most dramatic demonstration of this approach has

been given by Blewer (Reference 25) who examined He implanted into Cu by

probing a free-standing film with protons of sufficient energy to enhance

the He backscatter signal with a resonance.
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The following subsections review some of the relevant work tha t has

appeared in the literature examining passivating films , while Section IV

uses experimental results to demonstrate the analysis of compound films

prepared on low mass substrates by both RF sputtering and thermal evapo-

rat i on.

Presently, some very useful review articles exist. For example ,

Morgan (Reference 26) discusses several types of films (SiO
~ 

Cu 20,

CaF 2, and CdS) and suggests that RBS may be a method by which to l ocate

the source of the erratic electrical behavior that has been observed in

insulating films by many workers. He proposes that the electrical

properties of the f i l m s  are related to the composition and impur i t y

content which can be determined from backscattering. Chu et al. (Ref-

erence 12) present a very extensive review of the appl i cation of ion

beam anal ysis techn iques to f i lms an d sur faces . They di scuss several

energy ranges including nuclear reaction analysis and coment on some of

ti e practical experimental considerations. A short review by Mayer and

Turos (Reference 27) compares RBS to some of the other experimental

techni ques for examining surface l ayers. Another article by Mayer et

— al. (Reference 28) briefly reviews the range of work carried out by the

group at the California Institute of Technology looking at surfaces by

the backsca tter ing met hod an d i nclu des eva l uat ion of ox ides as wel l as

diffusion of metals used for contacts. Finally, a rev iew by Mayer

(Reference 2) discusses the advantages and disadvantages of using chan-

nel ing for semiconductor analysis and includes discussions on epitaxial

l ayers, impurity atom location , alloying , and defects in compound as

well as amorphous films .
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a. Silicon Oxide — L it era ture Rev i ew

Technologically, silicon oxide is an important Insulating film , and

is used prin cipally as a masking material in Si Integrated circuit s as

well as a surface protective layer during the anneal ing of a variety of

semiconductors including GaP as shown , for example, by Feldman et al .

(Reference 4) and Hemenger and Dobbs (Reference 29). Also considerable

literature exists on its electrical properties , see for example the

review of Dearnaley et al. (Reference 30). In an effort to find cor-

relation between its method of growth and electrical behavior , Morgan

and Gittens (Reference 31) have examined SiO~ films prepared by dif-

ferent techniques using backscattering . Their primary contribution is

preparing films on carbon substrates which dramatically reduces the

background thus permitting stoichiometry measurements to an accuracy of

about one percent and detection of impurity concentrations of approxi-

mately 1O’8/cm3. They prepared films by evaporation , sputtering, ther-

mal oxidat ion of Si , and ion implantation of 0 into Si .  Related work on

SiO~~ and some other insulating films is discussed by Morgan in Refer-

ence 26.

Some early work by Meyer et al. (Reference 24) looked at relatively

thick Si0,~ films on Si prepared by thermal oxidation , anodizing, sput-

tering , and deposition from SIN
4 

and 02 using channeling to reduce the

background . These investigators also introduced a line shape extraction

method based upon channel ing which has since been expanded. The results

in Reference 24 indicated a variation in stoichiome try wi th thickness,

but all the films were on average nearly Si02 . More recent results by

40
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Chu et al. (Reference 32) and Sigmon et al. (Reference 33) using a line

sha pe ex trac tion techn i que of increased sophisticatio n also showed a

strongly Si rich interface region for anodically and thermally grown

very thin oxide films on Si. The method employed channeling to assist

in carefully extracting the contribution made by Si in the film. The

method used is based upon the technique introduced by Meyer et al.

(Re ference 24 ). It was care ful l y develo ped for exam i nin g A 1 2O3 films on

Si by Mi tchell et al. (Reference 34) where it is described in great

detail. Line shape extraction is required because of the overlap at the

interface of the contributions to the spectrum from the Si (or Al )  in

the fi l m an d the Si i n t he su bstra te wh i ch h ides the back ground and thus

obscures the precise contribution to the spectrum from the Si (or A l) in

the film alone . In spite of experimental difficulties , the results

presented in References 32 and 33 are convincing due to the care taken

in application of the method .

b. Silicon Nitride - Literature Review

Silicon nitride films are used as passivation layers on semicon-

ductors and are possibly an improvement over silicon oxide for some

appl i ca t ions , as discussed by Harris et al. (Reference 3), Chu et al.

(Reference 35), as well as by Section V .2 of this report.

Films grown by deposition from Si}-14 + NH
3 

mixtures have been ana-

lyzed using RBS which has shown stoichiome try variations both overall

and as functions of depth in the films when the silane to amonia ratio

:
~~ 
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is varied as shown by Gyulai et al. (References 36, 37). These stoi-

chiometry variations were correlated with measured changes in the densi-

ty, dielectric constant, and index of refraction of the films . Film s

grown from silane and nitrogen have also been examined by Meyer and

Scherber (Reference 38) using the backscattering method , in which case

the stoichiometry of the films was found to vary with varying silane

concentrations, but the density of the films tended to remain constant V

as we l l as the com pos i t ion throu gh the f i lm s ’ thickness. Reactively

sputtered films of silicon nitride have been eva luated by Croset et al.

(Reference 39) using a combination of the backscattering method and

nucl ear reactions. In these sputtered films , Ar was found distributed

through the l ayers which were homogeneous , but which had a variable

stoichiometry depending upon the N2 pressure during growth.

c . Alum i num Ox ide - L itera ture Rev iew

Al uminum oxide , like silicon oxide , is of value as a passivating

and dielectric l ayer. Measurement of its stoichiometry by RBS , however ,

presents additional difficulty for films deposited on Si substrates

because Al is a little more than one mass unit lighter than Si , a s i t u-

ation that l eads to an overlap peak in the spectrum. The presence of

the overlap peak requires that additional care be taken to correctly

separate the contributions to the spectra from the film and the substrate .

This peak profile extract ion has in fact been accomplished convincingly

using a channel i ng technique that is presented by Mitchell et al. (Ref-

erences 34, 40) who demonstrate the separation method using a free-

standing fIlm that is used first to generate the Al and 0 peaks without
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any backing, then again with a Si crystal backing and application of the

channeling extraction technique . The A~ and 0 profiles obtained from

the two measurements show excel l ent agreement and show the films to be

stoichiometric. Reference 34 also looks at the stoichiometry , density ,

and Cl content of films deposited hydrolytica lly on Si substrates at

different growth temperatures. Kamoshida et al. (References 41, 42)

examine other properties of hydrolyt ically grown A1 2O3 films , in par- 
-

ti cu lar  t he effects of var ious ann eals  u pon the f i lm s ’ final structure

which is examined as a function of depth.

d. Native Oxides on UI-V Semiconductors - Literature Review

Oxides grown on GaP both wi th and without an external anodic vol-

tage have been examined by Poate et al . (Reference 43) for their chemi-

cal composition using Rutherford backscattering. A difference in both

the stoichiornetry and oxygen content were found for films produced by

the two methods , in particular a Ga-rich layer was present near the

surface of the specimens grown with an appli ed voltage , while the films

grown without the applied voltage showed a uniform composition. Further

work by Poa te et a l . (R eferences 44 , 45) on films grown on GaP crystals

in solutions with various pH values also demonstrated films with uniform

~nd variable compositions using , l ik e Reference 43, the anal ysis de-

scribed by Mitchell et al. (Reference 34). This later work showed that

the films ’ average Ga/P ratio varies, being most nearly stoichiometric

in the films that were least uniform in composition , i .e . ha d a Ga
build -up near the surface.
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Anodic films grown on GaAs have been examined using a combination

of RBS and ion-induced x-rays as reported by Feldman et al. (Reference

46). In this case the backscattering method alone provides an oxygen to

Ga and As ratio and only an indication of the distribution of Ga and As

through ~he film because Ga and As are so close in mass. The increased

- resol-~tion provided by ion-induced x-rays measured at glancing

in ’ idence, when used in conjunction with the RBS results , helps estab-

lIs r the -iti o of the components throughout the film ’ s thickness.
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SECTION IV

ANALYSIS OF COMPOUND FILMS-EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1 . SPUTTERED SILICON OXIDE-COMPOSITION

Films which are deposited using RF sputtering from a quartz (Si02)

sour ce a re commonl y used to coa t spec imens for surface protection dur i ng

annealing treatments, and it was films of this type that were employed

for the experiments described in Section V. Therefore, it was necessary

:~ to know the films ’ properties, and primarily the composition to see if

in fact Si02 was being deposited .

The fil ms were prepared ‘in an Ar pressure of abou t 70~im using a

13.5MHz source and a deposition rate of about O.5A/sec. For the mea-

surements described in this section , it was decided that deposition on a

v i treous carbon substrate would be the best approach. This techni que ,

as demonstrated by Morgan and Gittens (Reference 31), does not require

channel ing for analysis as would be necessary for a film on Si , but

still reduces the background significantl y. Also, it is more feasible

to use the glancing incidence method described by W il liams (Re ferences

14 , 15) with a carbon substrate which places no restrictions upon the

analys i s an gle , restr ict ions that are present when channe l ing i s re-
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Shown in Figure 8 is the backscatter data from a silicon ox i de film

deposited by RF sputtering onto a polished vitreous carbon substrate.

The experimental arrangement is shown schematicall y in Figure 9 which is

Figure 4 modified to fit this particular case. A 500 angle of incidence

was used because it maximized the apparent thickness of the film and

hence the resolution but still avoided overlap of the oxygen and silicon

components. This angle was varied experimentally to arrive at the 50°

setting, and demonstrates the value of this additional parameter that

becomes availabl e when using the glancing incidence techni que.

The data presented in Figure 8 was taken using 2MeV cL-particles and

was col l ected in a multichannel analyzer set at 5keV/channel . Using
V 

Equa ti on 4 for Si an d 0,

k~~1 
= 0.5668128

and

k~ = 0.3636936

which can be used with Equation 3 to calculate the expected positions of

the Si and 0 edges in the spectrum ,

= 2 x io6 x 0.5668128

= 1.1336256 x 10~ eV
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Figure 8. Backscatter Spectrum from a Silicon Oxide Fi lm on a Carbon
Substrate. Channel 226.7 Represents Scattering from SI on
the Surface of the Film and Channel 175 from Si at the Si-C
Interface, Likewise for 0.
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Fi gure 9. Experimental Arrangement Used for Collectin g the RBS Data
Shown in Figure 8.
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when divided by 5 x ~~ eV /channel yields for the edge

(channel 
~)5j 

= 226 .725

and for 0,

( ch annel #)o = 145.477

which agree wel l with the half-height positions of the Si and 0 leading

edges in Figure 8.

Nex t, I t  is possible to calculate the thickness of the film from

each peak and check them for agreement using Equation 7 ,

k
2E — E

° ( 7 )

cos O 1 
S (Es) + cosO 2 ~ 

(k E0)

where the stopping power terms are found by the method descr ibed in
Section 11.3 and are , for a 2 MeV cL-particle traveling into Si02,

S (E ) 1.0767 - 
keV

0 ug/cm

for the ct-particle after scattering from Si ,

s (k~1E )  = 1.3168
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and after scattering from 0,

s (k ~E0) 1.4461 
ig/crn2

For Si , the width of the peak is ( 2 2 7-1 75 )  = 52 channels which at 5 keV/

channel gives 2.6 x 1O 5 eV and is substituted for ( k~1E0 - E ) in Equa-
tion 7

- ______ 
2.6 x l0~- 2

co 4O S (E0) + cos ~~~~ 
s (k~~

E0)

~~~ 
= 1.136 x lO~ g/cm2

which becomes, when expressed in A , for a bulk density of 2.24 9/cm3

(Reference 16)

t/’p) s. 5073 (30)

and for the oxygen peak in Figure 8

t
0 

= 1.09 x 1O ’
~
’
~ g/cm

3

and

tip )0 = 4881A (31)

which agree in thickness to better than 4%. The difference most likel y

arises from errors in the stopping power functions because the ratios of

AE 51/t~E0 (Equation 29) measured from the spectrum of Figure 8 and calcu-

lated from [SI values show a similar disagreement.

49
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To ca lcu la te the sto i ch iometry of the fi lm , Equations 24 and 21 are

needed . For this case ,

2 2 2 l/2\ 
2 

2 2 ~ l/2

~~~
b o / Z0 \ \ COS4 + - sin 

~ 
- ~~1 sin - : 1

~~~~ 
(cos~ 

+ - ~~ sjn 2i~~
2) 

2 

~~ - ~ sin 2~}~~
2 

(32)

where = 8, Z5.~ 
= 14 , = 4.0026/15.9994, 6Si = 4.0026/28 .086 and

-~ 
= 168° . The yields Y0 and which are taken as the respective

areas of the profiles, r e su l t  after substitut ion into Equation 24 in an

0/Si ratio of

= 1.858 (33)

which indicates that the film is somewhat Si-rich. A measurement taken

near the edge of the film gave a s imilar N0/N51 ra t io , therefore the

film ’ s composition is uniform over the surface, which is expected .

By looking at Figure 8, i t is clear that no impur i t i es are presen t

in large concentration. For example, a slight rise in the data is seen

in the vicinity of channel #290, which Is found to correspond to a mass

of about 50 through the use of Equations 3 and 5. The concentration of

this impurity compared to the concentration of Si atoms is found through

the use of Equation 24 to be about O.’33% , which indicates the detection

limi t for this particular experiment. This sensitivity limit could be

reduced by making a longer backscatter run , thus improving the statis-

t ics. It Is worth noting that no measurable Ar appears in the film in

spite of the fact that the film was sputtered In an Ar atmosphere. The

position of the Ar edge is indicated in Figure 8.
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2. OTHER FI LMS - COMPO SITIONS AND IMPURITIES

While pursuing the main program , i.e. exploring the behavior of Ga

in Si02 films , opportunities arose during development of the technique

that called for its application to some other systems which demonstrated

important characteristics of the RBS method while simultaneously answer-

ing some immediate problems. The resu lt s of three such invest iga ti ons

are described below.

a. Aluminum Fluoride

A l F x is an easi ly evaporated dielectric material which is being ex-

amined as a poss ib le  a l t e r n a t i v e  to Si0 2. Some AlF
~ 

f i l m s , grown by

thermal evaporation from a powder , showed erratic electrical behavior

an d a stoich iometry prob lem was sus pected. To determ i ne whe ther or not

this was a valid assumption , a film was prepared on a polished C sub-

strate and a RBS spectrum was taken at normal incidence which is shown

in Figure 10. In Fi gure 10, several features are imediately apparent:

(1) the “wings ” on the F peak indicate a compos i tion var iat ion

wi th depth , wi th increased F concentrations at the interface

and at the surface (at the start and finish of the evapora-

t ion),

(2) a heavy Impurity, probably Au as indicated , is present through

the film,

51
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( 3) an un known impur ity i s present whi ch g i ves r i se to a small

peak near channel 233.5, its mass (if assumed to be on the

sur face) fa l l s  between Si (channel 226.7) and P (channel

239.2) so it must be located within the film,

(4) no other significant concentrations of impurities are visible.

The composition of the film is calculated using Equat ion 24 where the
areas un der the F and Al contributions are taken as the respective

yields:

N Fl
/N A 1 = 3.16

A stoichiometric film would be A1 F3 so the film in Figure 10 is s l ig h t l y

F-rich , a not surprising result in view of the visible F wings. The

heavy impurity which is assumed to be Au was found from the spectrum to

have a number density of about 3.1 x l019/cm3 which is approximately

0 . 14% of the Al number density . This concentration would be sufficient

to affect the dielectric properties of the film and is most likely the

cause of the observed problems rather than is the stoichiometry.

The starting powder was suspected of being the source of the Au , so

the RBS spectrum shown In Figure 11 was taken using as the target a

pellet compressed from the powder to see if in fact the Au was present.

Figure 11 shows no trace of Au wi thin the sensitivity of the method

which indicates that the impurity is introduced during evaporation (note

52
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tha t  Fi gure 11 does not extend out to the Au edge at channel 369.1 s i nce

the spectrum was zero beyond the plotted range). An impurity near the

mass of Ca appears in Figure 11 that did not show in Figure 10. Pre-

sumably, i t  was introduced during formation of the pellet or was lost

during evaporation of the film. As in the film , an unidentified im-

purity is also just visible near channel 233.5.

The spectra of Figures 10 and 11 are instructive to the application

of RBS analysis in two ways:

(1) the sensitivity to the presence of heavy impurities (large Z 2 )

i s muc h less than 1% as shown here for a Au level of a bou t

0.14% which  was clearl y visible.

(2)  the improved stoichiometry sensitivity for films on low mass

substrates (thus low background ) compared to bulk samples

(Fi gure 1 1) is clearly demonstrated .

b. Cadmium Selenide

Cadmium selenide f i l m s , because of their  photoelectr ic  and piezo-

electric properties , are of interest for a variety of appl ications

including transducers and solar cells. The films are generally n-type

due to selenium vacancies which give r ise  to a highl y sensitive rela-

tionship between the resistivity and deviations from stoichiometry . The

films examined here were grown by vacuum evaporation of a CdSe powder

with deposition onto polished SI substrates (Si was chosen for the

substrate because of its low mass relative to Cd and Se). The final
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composition of the films grown in this way is a function of the sub-

strate temperature , deposition rate, an d source tempera ture . The RBS

technique was chosen as one way in which the relationships between

growth conditions and film composition could possibly be established

while simultaneously checking the films ’ purity .

Two CdSe films were prepared at the two extremes of the available

deposition rates on Si substrates. Figure 12 shows a RBS spectrum for

one of the films obtained with the probe beam at normal incidence to the

surface = 0 in Figure 4). From Figure 12 , the th i ckness i s foun d to

be nearly 1000A , and the composition using Equation 24 is

NSe/NCd = 1.04

which is several percent greater than the value measure d for the other

film grown at a different rate. Also of interest in Figure 12 is an im-

pur ity pea k near channel 370 , a peak which did not appear in the spec-

trum for the other film. To determine the location of the impurity

rela ti ve to the sur face of the sam ple , another RBS spectrum was taken at

a 30° angle of incidence and is shown in F igure 13. It i s note d that

the surface peak position has not moved significantly between Figures 12

and 13, thus the impurity is located on the surface of the film. Fur-

ther, the impurity peaks ’ width is still within the detector resolution

(3-4 channels) which indicates a very thin l ayer. The particular im-

purity has a mass near that of Au , Pb, or Bi as Indicated in Figure 12.
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In Figure 13 , note also that due to increased spatial resolution at

the decreased angle of incidence, the CdSe film appears thicker thus the

Cd and Se components overlap.

C. Hafnium Oxide

Insulating dielectric l ayers of hafnium dioxide are being examined

for potential use in thin film capacitors. The films can be prepared by

severa l approaches , for example sputtering , evaporation of Hf in an

oxidizing atmosphere , or oxidation of Hf layers, and RBS appears to be

an ideal tool for selecting the most promising materials. The RBS

results described below were taken on a sample prepared by first vacuum

depositing Hf onto a C substrate then baking the film in O2~ 
RBS spec-

tra were taken in order to determine if the film was stoichiometric and

to identify the types and concentrations of the impurities.

The RBS spectrum shown in Figure 14 was made with the probe beam at

an angle of 300 to the surface. Unfortunately, due to a rather rough C

substrate , a l ower angle of incidence led to a long Hf tail and was thus

not useable. In spite of rather poor statistics for the 0 peak , the

composition ratio for 0/Hf was measured and found to be greater than

two. Therefore, adequate 0 is present to form HfO2 which was of primary

concern. Further , within the experimental accuracy , the oxygen is

d i s t r i b u t e d  u n i f o r m l y through the f i l m , and no significant concen tra tion

of impurities is observed anywhere in the spectrum.

This system illustrates a weakness of the RBS method , i.e. where

the components are greatly different in mass (and therefore Z 2 values)
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greater care must be taken to obtain meaningful data . In this case , a C

substrate that was carefully polished , an increased running time of the

RBS spectrum , and a thicker film would have contributed dramaticall y to

an improved spectrum which could then have been optimized by adjusting

the angle of incidence.
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F igure 14. RBS Spectrum of a HfOX 
Film on a Carbon Substrate (ei =6O°).
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SECTION V

DIFFUSION OF GALLIUM IN ENCAPSULATING FILMS

GENERAL

Insulating films such as Sb 2 and Si 3N4 are coninonly used as passi-

vating or protective l ayers on semiconductors to protect the surface

during processing. For example, Feldma n et al. (Reference 4) as well as

Hemenger and Dobbs (Reference 29) have used Si02 on GaP after implanta-

tion to guard against decomposition of the crystal during annealing at

temperatures up to 9OO~C. In Reference 29 the p-layer depth after

implantating with Zn , coating wi th sputtered Si02, and annealing for 1/2

hour at 900°C was estimated to be about 1O~im or less. Later results by

Dobbs and Hemenger (Reference 47) with the scanning electron microscope ,

however , showed the p-layer thicknes s to be 4~im. Further work (Refer-

ence 47) with a lower implant dose (l0 14/cm2 ) showed similar behavior

after a 1/2 hour annea l , and additionally showed a p-layer that increased

in thickness with longer annealing tines, a pattern that would presum-

abl y have been observed in the samples with the larger dose ( l016/cm2 )
if the annea~ing times had been extended . A maximu m p-1~yer thickness

of 30.iln was observed in the samples after annealing for 100 hours. The

explanation for this p— layer that increased In thickness and in total

number of p-type carriers with increasing anneal times must derive from

some cause other than just the implanted Zn ions, because the total

number of carriers exceeded the number of implanted ions after rela-

tively short anneals. One model that seems feasible and explains the

observed behavior Is that Ga from the GaP lattice diffuses out through

the Si02 leaving behind Ga vacancies that behave as p-type defects. A

literature search revealed evidence to support this model (see for
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S

example the results found in GaAs by Harris et al. in Reference 3), but

little work could be found that looked directly at the problem of Ga

diffusion in silicon oxide or silicon nitride at temperatures typical of

those used for annealing GaP (800-900°C), even though Frosch and Derick

(Reference 48) show that Ga diffuses readily through thermally grown

oxide l ayers on Si at temperatures of 1200-1300°C. Therefore , it was

decided to pursue this probl em employing Rutherford backscattering as

the main tool ; the results of the work are described in the followi ng

sections.

2. Ga DIFFUSION IN SiO~ SIN , Al 203, AND MN - LITERATURE REVIEW

Some results have been reported in the literature that deal with

the evaluation of various dielect ric materials for potential use as
V 

protective coatings on semiconductors during processing. Early work by

Frosch and Derick (Reference 48) on the masking properties of thermall y

grown Si02 on Si , shows that Ga diffused readily through the Si02 layer

in the 1200-1300°C temperature range. Gyulai et al. (Reference 49)

examined Si02 and Si 3N4 l ayers on GaAs crystals that were annealed up to

800°C and show evidence for Ga out-diffusion through both types of
— layers . However , later work by Harris et al. (Reference 3), indicated

that Ga diffuses through Si02 but is stopped or at least strongly re-

tarded by Si 3N4. Because of more recent data , Mayer (Reference 50)

believes that the diffusion through S1 3N4 repor ted i n Reference 49

resul ted from oxygen contamination of the films . Ga diffusion in the

dielectrics SiO 2, Si 3
N4, and Al 203 was examined up to anneal tempera-

tures of 1000°C by Chu et al. (Reference 35) who Ion implanted the Ga

then tracked its motion wi th RBS (Rutherford backscattering). It is

seen in Reference 35 that Ga does not move measurably in Si 3N4 or A l 203
60
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after annealing for 30 minutes at 1000°C, while in Si02 it shows sig-

nificant motion to the surface after 30 minutes at 800°C and after 30

minutes at 900°C most of the implanted Ga has in fact moved . The rapid

Ga motion in SiO2 is shown to be enhanced by the radiation damage caused

to the lattice during implantation. Pas h ley (Re ference 51 , Part II ,

Chapters 1 , 3, and 4) shows supporting evidence that Si 3N4 is more

effective at blocking Ga motion than is Si02 and further gives evidence

that A 1N may be an effective coating material which possesses the addi-

tional advantage of better adherence than S1 3N4, a particularly serious

problem on a surface that has been implanted as shown by Eisen et a].

(Re ference 52) an d Pas h ley (Re ference 51 , Part II , Figure 11) .

It  woul d appear i n the case of GaAs , that an Si02 film not only

fails to protect the surface from Ga loss, but in fact has a leaching ”

effect so that coated samples which have been p-doped by implantation

show an enhanced p-type behavior over non-coated samples after high

tempera ture anneals  as seen i n some of Pashley ’ s data (Reference 51,

Part II, Table 1). However, the need for some sort of protective coat-

ing is necessary because Picraux (Reference 53) reports that after

implantation , As is lost from uncoated GaAs samples even at the rela-

tively low temperatures of 300°C, while Feldman et al. (Reference 4)

notes that uncoated GaP decomposed to give off both Ga and P, a resul t

supported by Sections V.4.c and V.4 .d and Figures 23 and 24 of this

report. It is worth noting that Si02 Is apparently effective at block-

ing As loss as are Si 3N4 and A1 203 since Chu et al. (Reference 35) saw

no motion during the high temperature anneals of the As which was im-

planted into these coatings. Presently, it can only be assumed that P

is likewise blocked by Si0
2 
and the other dielectric coatings.
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3. DIFFUSION OF IMPLANTED Ga IN SPUTTERED Sf02 
- EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

After trying some other approaches (Section V.4) that were not pro-

ductive , it was decided to make a sandwich type sample consisting of an

implanted Ga l ayer between two l ayers of Si02. This was accomplished by

sputtering an Sf02 l ayer onto a Si substrate , ion implanting a 4.0 x io ’16,
cm2 dose of Ga at 2OkeV into the central region , then overlaying with

another sputtered Si0
2 

l ayer that was about l]50A thick as illustrated

schematically in Figure 15. This approach which is an extension into

undamaged material of the diffusion results in damaged material reported

by Chu et al. in Reference 35 , was suggested by Dav i es (Ref erence 54)

after the problems described in Section V.4.b of this report arose with

the evaporated l ayers. The sandwich was examined before and after a

series of anneals in flowing argon at 850°C. This structure allows

‘ tracking of the Ga with RBS as long as it remains in the SIO2 and

permits observing the changing profile of the main Ga peak or source.

This approach also eliminates any other Ga sources which are present

when looking at Sf0 2 on GaP , an approach mentioned below that was tried

and abandoned because of the contamination probl em.

Figure 16 shows the RBS spectrum of the first SiO2 l ayer on the Si

substrate with the probe beam at an angle of 10° to the sample surface

( 1 = 80°). The Si edge is located as it should be at channel 226.7 for

2 MeV ct-particles and the multichannel analyzer setting of 5keV/channel .

The method illustrated in Section IV.] can be employed here to measure

the film thickness by observi- from Figure 16 how far the Si substrate

edge has been shifted from the surface Si position of channel 226.7

which is now occupied by Si at the surface of the Si02. The new Si

substrate edge position (in Figure 9 for 0] = 80° and 02 = -68°) is at
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Figure 15. Schematic Illustration of the Sandwich Structure Employed
for Studyi ng the Diffusion of Ga in Si02.
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No. 144.5.
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0

channel 144.5 which leads to a thickness of about 2610A . It should be

noted that the 0 edge is located at channel 145.5 and thus overlaps the

Si substrate edge , but is smaller. As a check , the Si02 th i ckness was

determ i ned at another angle of incidence where the edges did not inter-

fere and nearly the same film thickness was measured.

Figure 17 shows the RBS spectrum after implanting the 4.0 x l016/cm2

dose of Ga i nto the sample of Figure 16. The pr imary valu e of this Fig-

ure 17 is to establish the position of the Ga relative to the Si02
surface by noting that Ga on the surface should appear at channel 318.6

which is indicated on the graph. This information is used in Figure 18

to identify the boundary between the first and second Si02 layers or the

damaged and undamaged l ayers, respectively. Al so from Figure 18 the

height of the Ga peak relative to the height of the Si spectrum near

channel 220 is used with Equation 24 (see Section IV.l) to estimate the

Ga peak concentration to be approximatel y 9 x ]02’/cm3. Also visible in

Figure 17 are indications of at least two impurities , one near the mass

of Ar as indicated and another near mass 159. Ar could easily be pre-

sent due to the preparation of the Si02 films in Ar. The heavy mass is

most likel y a contaminant introduced during implantation due to double

or triple ionization of impurities. For example , Pb , mass 207.2 when

triply ionized Is allowed through the magnetic analyzer along with the

singly ionized Ga ions , masses 69 and 7] . Pb happens to be a comon

problem , as will be discussed later in Section V.4.a, therefore , is most

likely the contaminant In this case. The leading edge of the Impurity

peak in Figure 17 does not coincide with the Indicated position of

surface Pb at channel 370.5 because it was implanted wi th an energy of
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Figure 17. RBS Spectrum of the Sampl e in Fi9ure 16 after Implantation
of Ga to a Dose of 4.0 x l0lO/cm~. The Ga Edge is
Calcula ted to Appear at Channel No. 318.6.
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Figure 18. RBS Spectrum of the Sample In Figure 17 After the Addition
of a 5102 FIlm. The Interface Betw een the First (Figure 16)
and Second Films is Found to be at Channel No. 278 by
Comparison to Figure 17.
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6OkeV (due to triple ionization) and will thus appear at a l ower channel

since it has a range well below the surface.

Figure 18 is the spectrum obtained after sputtering another Sf02

l ayer onto the sample of Figur~ 17. The Ga (as well as the Pb) peak is

shifted lower by about 40 channels and is somewhat broader due to mul-

tiple scattering and energy straggling which are both increased for the

ct-particles after traveling through the additional surface film. The Ga

peak shift from channel 318.6 to 278 can be used to calculate the thick-

ness of the new surface film which is found to be about 113OA. It is

- - 
interesting to note that a dip in the Si spectrum of Figure 18 is seen

cen tered nea r channel 185 whi ch corres pon ds to the locat ion of the Ga i n

the Sf 0 2. The dip results from the increased stopping power of the Si02

in the vicinity of the Ga implant. Because the Si and 0 number densi-

ties are unchanged significantl y by the addition of the Ga, application

of Bragg ’s rule (Equation 14) will yield a stopping power which is

greater for the Si02:Ga composite than for the Si02 alone . The i nflu-

ence of this change in stopping power upon the spectrum can be seen by

writing the backscatter -yield per channel for Si ,

N5. dos. dZ

where dos1 is the differential Rutherford cross-section for Si , Ns1 is

the Si number density , and dZ is the depth increment corres pond i ng to an

energy window one channel wide , i.e.

- AEdZ
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where ‘.E is the energy per channel and [5] is the stopping power func-

tion defined by Equation 28. Therefore,

N5~do51 1~E

[SI

which clearly shows how an increase in [5] results in a decreased back—

scatter yield for Si in the vicinity of any impurities that may be pre-

sent. The same sort of dip would be present in the 0 portion of the

spectrum but is not visible due to a low signal/noise ratio. This dip

in the Si spectrum of Figure 18 is not seen in “or di nary ” RBS spectra

run at normal incidence (0] 0) but becomes visible at 
~l 

= 80° due to

the increased resolution of the glancing incidence techni que as desc-ibed

by Williams (References 14, 15).

Figure 19 shows the sample of Figure 18 after a 30-minute anneal at

850°C in flowing Ar. The main points of interest are the shift of the

main or “source ” Ga peak up to the interface, the forma tion of a sma l l

Ga peak on the sample surface, the appearance of some Ga between the

source and surface peaks, an d the reduct ion i n the total amoun t of Ga

detected by about 2O~ . Note that the motion of the source peak quickly

through the damaged material up to the interface with the undamaged Si02
film is consistent with the results reported by Chu et al. (Reference 35).

A RBS spectrum of this sample was also run at normal incidence to

check for diffusion toward the SI substrate; the results showed diffu-

sion toward the surface only and were consistent with Figure 19.
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Figure 19. PBS Spectrum of the Sample in Figure 18 After a 30-Minute Anneal
at 850°C. Note, the Sh i ft  i n the Mai n Ga Pea k to the In terface
( IF )  an d the Appearance of a Ga Peak a t the Surface .
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Figure 20. PBS Spectrum of the Sample In Figure 18 After a 4 1/2 Hour
Annea l at 850°C.
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Four more 30-minute anneals and then a 2-hour anneal were performed ,

resulting in a series of anneals at 1/2, 1 , 1-1/2 , 2, 2-1/2, and 4-1/2

hours. After each anneal , PBS spectra were taken at 10° and 90° inci-

dence, and in some cases at more than one spot to check consistency over

the surface, which was quite good. The data from the spectra taken at

10° incidence were plotted and the relative amounts of Ga present were

measured by taking the Total Integrated Count or TIC under the source

and surface peaks , that is , by adding the counts in each channel from

channel 245 through channel 330. Care was taken in each run to expose

- 

the sample to the same integrated beam current, thus all the spectra

result from equal numbers of particles striking the target during the

collection of the data . In this way the TIC for the Ga of each run can

be compared to the other runs and will represent the relative amount of

Ga present. An estimate of the absolute amount of Ga can be obtained as

shown previously in Section IV.l by comparing the Ga peak to the Si

spectra in which the Si concentration is known .

In Figure 20 is plotted the spectrum of Figure 18 after a 4 1/2-

hour annea l . The main features of note in Figure 20 are the position of

the source peak which has stayed agains t the interface with the undamaged

Si02, the size of the source peak which ha~. decreased dramatically from

it s s i ze before anneal i ng (F i gure 18), the width at ha l f—he ight of the

source peak which has remained essentially unchanged , the size of the

surface Ga peak which has remained nearly constant , and the disappear-

ance of the dip near channel 185 in the Si spectrum .
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Again , it is worth noti ng that checks at 90° incidence after the

various anneals showed no ind ication of Ga motion toward the Si substrate.

Th~’ major property of the spectra tha t has changed through the

series of anneals is the TIC of Ga which is plotted in Fi gure 21 as a

function of anneal time . Table 1 lists the total TIC data for the

various anneals as well as the surface peak and source peak TIC’s.

TABLE 1 - TIC VALUES

Annea l Time Total TIC Source Peak Surface Peak
(hours) (counts) TIC TIC

0 15 ,328 15 ,328 0
1/2 12 ,381 10 ,859 1 ,522

10,018 8,877 1,141
1—1/2 10,087 8,910 1 ,177
2 8,374 6 ,957 1 ,417
2-1/2 5,749 4,713 1 ,036
2-1/2 6,544 5,528 1 ,016
4-1/2 4,600 3,449 1 ,151

After 4 1/2 hours of annealing, the source peak is only a little over

three times as large as the surface peak , but the surface peak remains

nominally constant through the whole process. This observation would

seem to indicate that the surface peak size is controlled by the tem-

perature and the material (5i0 2) such that the Ga evapora tes onl y while

new Ga is supplied but will not drop below a concentration (approxi-

mately 5.9 x 1020/cm3) which yields the observed TIC of about 1100

coun ts even though the source may be depleted .
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Fi gure 21. Relative Amounts of Ga Observed in the PBS Spectra Before
Annealing and After Each Anneal at 850°C up to 4 1/2 Hours .
The TIC (Total Integrated Count) Is Proportional to the Total
Amoun t of Ga Present. The ( . )  Symbols Are for the Da ta of
this Section (Table 1) and the (X) Symbols for the Data of
Section V. 4.b (Table 2).
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A question that may arise concerning the explanation presented for

the observed spectra concerns the possible presence of pinholes in the

top S-j O2 film. Such holes, if present , could cause Ga that was observed

by the probe beam through the holes to appear as though it was located

on the surface. No evidence for such pinholes is present although

strong evidence has been recorded that they do not exist:

1) in Section V.4.a below , Pb was implanted simultaneou sly with

Ga and its motion was observed along with that of Ga during a

total of one hour of annealing. As noted in V.4.a the Ga
V 

behaved as described here while the Pb after moving to the

interface with the undamaged Si02 stopped and did not decrease

significantly and did not appear at the surface even after

further annealing, whicn rules out the presence of pinholes,

2) in all of the measurements , spectra were taken at both 10° and

90° incidence , which should show a dramatic change in the

ratio of surface to source Ga if in fact the surface peak was

being observed through pinholes. This variation was not

present.

It is worth noting that a RBS spectrum was taken off the implant

region of the sample , but near to the implant where the Si02 had become

somewhat discolored during the annealing. The only trace of Ga in the

spectrum was a very small surface peak with no evidence of in-diffusion.

~id seem feasible that this peak is the result of condensation of

., has been evaporated from the surface peak of the implanted

•V ~ )I~
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The experimental results of Ga diffusion in Si02 are suma r i zed be-

low :

1) the source peak width at half—height remains nearly constant ,

2) no mot ion by Ga towar d the su bstra te i s observed ,

3) the surface peak forms during the first 1/2-hour anneal and

remains essentiall y constant through 4 1/2 hours of annealing

whi le the source peak decreases by over a fac tor of four ,

4) a check outs ide the imp lan ted regi on , but near to it, shows a

small surface Ga peak wh i ch may ar i se from eva pora tion from

the implanted reg ion or from surface diffusion ,

5) the source peak moves qu ickl y as a whole up to the i nterface

between the implanted and unimplanted (damaged and undamaged )

Sb 2 layers, with nearly all the motion occurring during the

first 1/2-hour anneal,

6) the source peak Ga appears to “lea k’ into the undamaged or top

Si02 film , but once across the interface it moves rapidly to

the surface because very little Ga is seen between the inter-

face an d the surface peak , thou gh more is observed af ter the

start of annealing than before . The surface peak does not

_________ ______________
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grow (or shrink) beyond a reasonabl y well fixed size in spite

of the fact that it is being continually “fed ” at the chang ing

rate by the source peak that decreases in size by over a

factor of four, wh i ch stron g ly su pports t he assum pti on tha t Ga

is evaporating from the surface at a rate determined by the

rate at which it is supplied with Ga ,

7) the rate of decrease in the source peak flattens out at long

anneals due to the fact that it is being depleted , and

8) it is not possible , due to the nature of RBS (see the intro-

duction), to coniiient as to whether or not the Ga is combined

with the 0 in some way and if so, how .

4. Ga DIFFUSION iN Si02 
— OTHER EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES

Before settl i ng on the sandwich technique described in Section V.3,

some other approaches were explored for evaluating the motion of Ga in

SiC~. Each of these experiments proved unsatisfactory for some reason

in terms of not addressing the main question or by introducing some

factor that made the results questionable. Each did , however , prove

instructive in terms of using the RBS method for thin film analysis.

a. Simultaneous Implantat ion of Pb and Ga into Si02
The first 5i02:Ga:Si02 implantation sandwich was prepared (Fig-

ure 15) with Pb also present in the source region of the separator.

Since triply ionized Pb (mass = 207) will pass through the magnetic
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analyzer with Ga, it was simultaneously imp lanted . The peak concentra-

tion of Pb measured from the RBS data was approximately 10% of the Ga

peak concentration which was about 1.6 x io2~ Ga ions/cm
3. The back—

scatter spectrum of the sandwich before annealing is shown in Figure 22.

This sample was given two 1/2-hour anneals at 850°C for a total of

one hour. After each anneal a RBS spectrum was taken at 100 and 90° so

the motion of both the Ga and Pb could be observed :

1) the Pb moved to the interface with the undamaged Si02 during

the first anneal, then remained stationary ; it did not show

any measurable diffusion to the surface or decrease in size

during the second anneal ,

2) most of the Ga moved quickly to the interface during the first

anneal and some diffused to the surface, consistent with

Section V.3 above ,

3) on the second anneal , the source peak decreased in size quite

dramatically while the surface peak remained about constant,

also consistent with Section V .3, and

4) the major deviation from Section V .3 was the observation that

a small part of the “Ga ” peak seemed to remain behind and

showed no motion during either anneal. It seems likely that

this may be an impurity introduced during the samp le prepara-

tion , though not necessarily during implantation since it

could be another mass and/or at a different depth than the Ga.
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Figure 22. RBS Spectrum of a Ga - Pb Implant into a Si02 Film on Si ,Over-coated with Si09.

To establish more information about the unknown peak described in 4)

above , the RBS spectra taken at 90° incidence were examined and showed

another small peak located at a lower energy than the Ga peak , even

before annealing, and its position and size were constant through the

two anneals. Its depth was determined to be in the vicinity of the

interface between the two Si02 l ayers because in going f:~om 01 80° to

01 = 0° , its position shifted by nearly the same number of channels as

did the Ga and Pb peaks. It was estimated from this information , that

if the unknown peak were located at the surface, it would fall at chan-

nel 300 which permitted a mass estimate of M = 55 to be calculated .

Because of the presence of Illlpuritles other than Ga , this sample

was not accepted for use in supplying the main data on the diffusion

behavior of Ga In Sb 2.
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b. Evaporation of Ga onto SiO2
The initial attempt at making a Si02:Ga:Si02 san dw i ch struc ture in-

volved depositing a Ga l ayer on the oxide l ayer, then overcoating with

another oxide film. After preparation and before annealing, however , it
became apparent that the top Si02 l ayer had mixed with the Ga film ,

rather than coating over the top of the Ga. This was concluded from the

RBS spectrum since the Ga peak has a smooth Gaussian-like shape for the

200A (and 600A ) thick film rather than a flat-top profile as it would

have for a cont i nuous pur e Ga la yer . Fur ther , the dip in the Si profile

(Figure 18) in the vicinit y of the Ga did not drop to zero as it would

for a pure continuous Ga film of that thickness. In fact, the RBS

spectra looked very much like Figure 18 in which the Ga had been im-

planted . Al so, the mixing proposal is consistent with the thickness of

the top Si02 film measured from the shift in the Ga edge, which was much

less than would be the case if the Si02 were totally on top of a con-

tinuous film.

In spite of this behavior , three anneals were run at 850°C for 1/2,

1 , and 1 1/2 hours . The results turned out to be very similar to those

described in Section V . 3  for the implanted sandwich. In particular , the

Ga TIC (Total Integrated Count) for the deposited 200A film follows very

closely the data of Figure 21 for the same anneal times (see the Xs in

Figure 21) after the normalization to compensate for different running

ti mes du ri ng RBS data collec ti on . The collec ted TIC data is shown i n

Table 2.
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TABLE 2. TIC VALUES

Anneal Time Total TIC Source Peak Surface Peak
(hours) (counts) TIC TIC

0 15 ,126 15,126 0
1/2 11 ,925 11 ,400 525

10 ,440 9,801 639
1-1/2 9,630 9,069 561

Overall , the general diffusion behavior in this sample appeared

quite similar to the implanted sandwich described in Section V .3:

1) a surface peak formed during the first 1/2-hour anneal and re-

mained essentially constant, though smaller than the implanted

sample ,

2) the Ga seemed to move only to the surface, not back towards

the substrate ,

3) the Ga peak showed no significant broadening during annealing ,

and

4) the Ga peak did not move as a whole which the implanted peak

did in its motion up through the damaged material to the

interface.

c. Si02 Coating on Implanted GaP

A direct approach to evaluating Si02 as a protective coating on im-

planted GaP was taken by implanting a specimen with 4OkeV Zn ions to a
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dose of io l6 i ons/cm2 then coating both sides with sputtered SiO2 to a

thickness of about 1300A . The sample was examined by RBS before an-

nealing, then after total anneals of 5, 25, and 85 mm ., at 850°C.

Because of the similarity in mass between Zn and Ga , Zn was not re-

solvable as expected . The first Ga visible outside the substrate in the

RBS spectra appeared on the front (implanted ) side as a very small peak

at the surface of the Si02 after 25 minutes at 850°C. After an addi-

tional 60 minutes (85 minutes total) at 850°C, a l ar ge Ga pea k was

present on the front surface as wel l as a P peak which is seen superim-

posed on the substrate spectrum in Figure 23.

Figure 23 indicates that a GaP film has formed on the surface of

the SiO2 which implies that GaP has evaporated through a hole or defect

in the SiO 2 and then condensed on the surface. Unfortunately, no stron g

evidence is present to indicate Ga diffusion through the film since no

Ga is detectable in the Si02 film on either the front or back of the

sample. To pursue this approach further , both sides of the sample were

coated again with Si02 and annealed for total times of 15 , 30, and 90

minutes. Again , a surface peak formed on the front which became quite

large in 90 minutes as shown in Figt .ire 24. In addition to the Ga peak ,

Fi gure 24 shows, like Figure 23 , a P peak at the surface which again

points to evaporation and recondensation of GaP on top of the Si02 film.

Spectra taken of the back (unimplanted side). showed onl y a ra ther sma l l

surface Ga peak, w h i c h  was however , considerably larger after the second

series of anneals than after the first set. V 
V 
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The results of this series permitted no definite conclusions to be

drawn concerning the diffusion of Ga in Si02 as is apparent in the

following sumary :

1) GaP appears to be evaporating through a hole in the 5i02 f i lm

and recondensing on the surface,

2) the SiO2 film on the implanted side showed a bubbly appearance

af ter the fi rs t few anneals  un der a low power m i crosco pe

(about 30X), especially in those regions that had been probed

for the RBS data ,

3) some Ga is apparently moving through the S-i 02 because after

the second Si02 l ayer was added , the internal Ga peak shrunk

during the annealing but could not be definitively tracked due

to the growth of the Ga peak on the surface, Figure 24, and

4) the presence of Ga could not be positively detected within the

Si0
2 

film on either side of the sample.

d. SiO2 Coating on GaP Examined by Chann eling

In ano ther attempt to sens iti vely measure surfac e mo ti on of Ga from

GaP into S1O2, a single crystal specimen was coated with a thin (250-

300A ) l ayer of sputtered Si02. The sample was then examined before and

after annealing for 1/2 hour at 850°C by making random and channeled RBS

spectra in an effort to observe changes in the Ga/P ratio of the surface
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peaks. This approach was suggested by J. A. Davies (Reference 54) and

was directed along the same lines as the surface studies described by

Morgan and Bdgh (Reference 21) and by Morgan and Wood (Reference 22) in

which several preparation techniques of single crystals were compared

and evaluated using channeling and comparison of the surface peaks.

Unfortunately, after annealing, a large GaP film appeared on top of

the 
~~°2 

which masked any changes in the surface peaks that may have oc-

curred . Presumabl y, the GaP came from the substrate since only the

front was coated , a result consistent with the observations made by

Feldman et al. (Reference 4). Even though coating the back of the

sample and using a shorter anneal may have yielded useful results, this

approach was pursued no further primarily because the Si02 film was so

thin tha t it would have been very difficult if not impossible to l ocate

any Ga that did in fact leave the surface.

The observed results did have the positive impact of supporting the

caution taker1 when examinin g the annealed GaP specimens that had been

coated on both sides (Section V.4.c). In that former case it was assumed

that GaP may have escaped through cracks and holes in the film after

anneals of over one hour at 850°C. In this case, after observing a

large GaP layer on the Si02 after only a 1/2—hour anneal , it appears

even more feasible that the assumption made in Section V.4.c was cor-

rect.
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SECTION VI

SUMMARY AND SUGGESTED FUTURE WORK

1 . SUMMARY

The initial goal of examining the motion of the Ga in silicon

dioxide films has been accomp lished using the Rutherford backscattering

technique. With this method , it has been possible during a series of

anneals to track and record the motion of Ga in undamaged material , and

to some extent in damaged material where it appeared to move more easi-

ly. Simultaneously Pb was observed to move in damaged Si02, but remain

stationary at the interface with the undamaged film.

These results not only furnish data for the selection or rejection

of Si02 as a protect i ve coating material , but also outline a method by

which other poten~ -al candidate films (e.g. A1 N , Si 3N4 and A1 203) can

be evaluated . Additionally, the application of the RBS technique to the

measurement of other critical materials properties such as stoichioin-

etry , thickness , and impurity content and location is discussed and

demonstrated .

2. SUGGESTED FUTURE WORK

The RBS method described here can be applied to other problems ,

some of which would further clarify the role of protective l ayers on

GaP , and others that would be an extension of the technique :

1) examinaticn of the diffusion characteristics of P in Si02 and

perhaps other films such as Si 3N4 using the sandwich technique ,
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2) checking the diffusion of Ga in a Si 3N4 sandwich ,

3) evaluating protective films on GaP directly by evaporating a

GaP film onto a C substrate , coating with Si02, then tracking

any Ga or P motion during anneals (suggested by Williams (Ref-

erence 55)),

4) tracking diffusion in A 1N by the sandwich method ,

5) checking to see if the Ga surface peak after annealing (Sec-

tion V .3) takes on different sizes at different anneal tem-

peratures , and

6) making a more careful attempt to see Ga loss from the surface

of a single crystal using the method of Section V.4.d by

coating both sides of the sample , using shorter anneals , and

obtaining better statistics.

RBS, as demonstrated , has and can supply information about the

motion of Ga in passivating films, however , more work is required to

evaluate the role of the films when they are actually on the semicon-

ductors. For example, the approach employed by Hemenger and Dobbs

(Reference 29) and discussed in Section V.1 using electrical measure-

ments could be expanded to compare the growth of p-type conductivity

during annealing in both implanted and unimplan ted crystals which are

coated with Si02. Also, the SEN (scanning electron microscope ) could be

used to directly track p-layer growth (Section V.1) and to observe the

physical quality of the passivating films on implanted and unimplanted

materia l (e.g. see Pashley, Reference 51 , Part II , Figure 11).
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AP PENDIX - TABLE OF k
2 

AND CROSS-SECTION VALUES

Following is a table containing two types of calculated numbers

that were used repeatedl y during analysis of the RBS spectra . First are

k2 values calculated for a variety of target masses using Equation 4.

In the next column are shown cross-section values calculated using

Equation 21 but with all terms removed that cancel when forming a ratio

of cross-sections (Equation 24’). Both columns were calculated using

= MR = 4.0026 and q = 168° which are the values used for all of the

Spectra in this report.
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• = 168° 8 =

Element Mass Z2 
(2E/Z le

2)2(da/d
~
2)lab sin4

~

C 12.01115 0.253778

N 14.0067 7 0.312458 0.0198036

0 15.9994 8 0.363694 0.0269292
F 18.9984 9 0.428989 0.0353905

Al 26.9815 13 0.553601 0.0772632

Si 28.086 14 0.566813 0.0899115

P 30.9738 15 0.598003 0.1039606

S 32.064 0.608665
Ar 39.948 0.671829

Ca 40.08 0.6727

Cu 63.54 29 0.779148 0.3984883

Zn 65.37 30 0.784624 0.42662764

Ga 69.72 31 0.796616 0.4559491

69 0.794724
71 0. 799896

As 74 .922 0.809318
Se 78.96 34 0.818138 0.5492496

Ag 107.87 0.863407

Cd 112.40 48 0.868537 1.0974949

Cs 132.905 0.887643

Hf 178.49 72 0.915089 2.4730668

W 183.85 0.91746

Au 196.967 79 0. 92274 2.97784

• j Pb 207.19 82 0. 926409 3.2085498

BI 208.98 0.927016

Cl 35.453 17 0.638525 0.1345843

K 39.102 19 0.666032 0.16887059
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